
 

ATOMIC STRUCTURE INTRO 4 REVIEW
at Mars spectroscopy

REVIEW

23 s Atomic Man Atoms

Na s Element symbol Protons Nucleus

Neutrons
11 AtomicNumber

Electrons

Atom The smallestparticleof an element which can take part in a
chemicalreaction

Name Symbol Approx Ar RelativeCharge
Protons p l t 1
Neutrons n l o Important to write
Electrons e L l O and not

1840 no charge

BEHAVIOUR OF SUBATOMICPARTICLES IN AN ELECTIUCAL FIELD

am.on.cacharged
To alesserextent due togreater
man

e deflectedtowards t becausenegatively
charged

To a greaterextent because
lesser man

Atoms of the same element are NII always the same

ISOTOPES
Fours of the same element with the same atomic number
but a differentnucleon number1number of neutrons

MassSpectroscopy Used to measure the relative masses of atoms and
their relative abundance

Relativemasses



isotopic man
used to calculate Ar LRelative

Abundance 1 of the isotope AtomicMars of an element

MASS SPECTROSCOPY
Measures the relative man of atoms and their
relativeabundance
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Lions converted 1
to electrical to vacuum pump 1to remove air or any
signal impurities in the tube

5processes that take places in the massspectrometer viaDD

i Vaporise The sample is vaporised by thehealingelement temp control
d



2 ionise It is then ionisedby the highenergyelectrons emittedbythe electrongun
3 Accelerate This isdoneby thenegativelychargedplates
4 Deflect Doneby theexternalmagneticfieldsDetect the ions are detectedby the icondetector in theend
IONISATIONOFASAMPLE

when a sample ie sample M is hit by a highenergyelectron it losesone or more electron to become an icon

non bonding e that is removed

M t e M t t 2e

TEACHER'S NOTES
Theinside is pumpeddownto a near perfect vacuum to remove air particles
and any impuritiesThe vaporised sample is subjected to highenergyelectrons
Theseelectrons knock offotherelectrons from the vaporised atoms
to formpositivelycharged ions molecular ion

Mt e Mt 2e

the gaseous ions are acceleratedbypassingthrough an electricfield
They are deflectedafterpassingthrough the externalmagneticfieldThepathwhich the particles follow depends on it's man 1chargeratio

T.frge E or E
e or 2 charge

A mass spectrumgives us the followinginformation
The number of lines 1peaksrepresents the number of different isotopes
The relativeatomic mass of each isotope exact mass 4 to 5 decimal

places

The abundance of each isotope givenby the heightof the
peak

Example of a mass spectrum
Isotope Ar abundance
54Fe 53.9396 5 82



56te 55.9349 91.66
abundances

site 56.9354 2.19
58
te 57.9333 0.33

54 56 57 58
masslcharge

Usetheexactrelativeisotopicmasses and their i abundances to calculate
the Ar

Ar weightedAvg Man

Are 582153.9396 t 91.66 55.9349 t 219156.93541 0.331579333
100

Are 55.8

MOREEXAMPLES



DEFINITIONS

Relative IsotopicMass
Therelative isotopicmass is the mass of an isotoperelative to 42of the
massof one atom ofcarbon 12

whycarbon Byconvention
RelativeAtomicMass Ar
TheAirof an elementis the weightedaverageof all the isotopicmasses ofall it'snaturalisotopes

Relative MolecularMass Nr
The sum of all the relative atomic masses of all the atoms present1
shown in themolecular formula relate to 42 ofcarbon 12

Mr is used for covalent compounds
RelativeFormulaMass
Is the sum of all the atoms in the formulaof an ionic compound
relative to kz th the mass of 2C

Mole
one mole of a substancecontains the same numberofparticles as the
numberof atoms in exactly 12gof 2C

Avogadro's constant
Thenumberofparticles in onemoleofany substance is a constant knownas Avogadro'sconstant LL and is equal to 6.022 x1023particles1m01


